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5E6201
B. Tech V Sem. (Main/Back) Exam. Nov-Dec.2015

Mechanical Engineering
5ME1A Heat Transfer

Common with Atrl

Toral No ol PagB: E

Time: 3 lfours Maximum Marks: E0

Min. Passing Marks Main: 26

Min. Passing Marks Back: 24

Ins tructi on s to C arulidat e s :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown u)hercr'er necessary. Any
data youfeel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly.

Units of quantities used/calculaled must be stated clearly.

Use of following supporting ruiterial is petmitted during examination.
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UNIT-t

Q.l (a) Explain the physical mechanism of heat transfer by

(i) Conduction.

(ii) Convection, and

(iii) Radiation.

(b) What is thermal conductivity? How thermal conductivity varies for solids, liquids

and gases? t8l

OR

Q.l (a) Define the role of general 3-dimensional conduction

coordinates, also generate heat conduction equation across

t81

equation in spherical

a spherical shell. [8]
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Q.2

(b) A copper pipe carrying religemnt at 20'C is 10mm in OD ard is exposed to

convection at 50 W/r12K to ajr al 25oC. lt is proposed to apply insulation oi

conductivity 0.5 w/mK. Detennine the thickness beyond which the heat gain will

be reduced. Calculate the heat gains for 2.5nm. 5.0 mm and 7.5mm thickness for

lm length. The convcction coeftrcient remains constant. t8t

Derive an expression for Seneral dilferential equation of tin-

Explain about Heisler chart lbr a long cylinder. Discuss va able parameteN

Heisler chart.

t8t

tbr

t8l

(a)

(b)

OR

Write the Navier- Stokes equations fbr convection.

energy problems?

How these ,re nseful forQ.2 (a)

(b.)

Q.3 (a)

(b)

t8l

Water at 20oC flows through a small bore tube, lmm ill diameter at a uniform

speed of 0.2 m/s. The flow is fully deleloped at a point beyond which a constant

heat flux of 6000 W/m2 is imposed. How much further down the tube will the

water reach 7,1oC at its hottest point? [8]

mechanisms with suitable

t81

UNIT-III
What is natural convection? Explain its different

examples.

An dir duct carries chilled air at an inlet bulk temperature of Tbii = l7"C and a

speed of 1rn/s. The duct made of thin galvanized steel, has a square cross section

of 0.3m by 0.3m, and is not insulated. A length of the duct l5m long runs

outdoors through warn air at T- = 37'C. The heat transfer coefficient on the

outside surtace, due to natural convection and thermal radiation, is 5 w/m?K.

Find the bulk temperature chalge of the air over this length. I81
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Q.3 (a)

(b)

oB
What is vaporizatio!l lliscuss eflecr ofvaricus pammeters on vaporization. [8]

Wlat is q.,,* in mercury on a large flat plate at 1 atm? Also give your comment.

point of mercury is 355oC. At this temperature

pr= 13,400 kg/m3, p"=4.0 kg/mr and o = 0.418 kg/s1

The normal boiling

hrg=2,92,500 i/ke,

UNIT.IV
Q.4 (a) Derir.e an exprcssion of LMTD for counter flow heat exchanger. Also discuss

about LMTD conection factor. I8l

(b) Consider the following parallel-tlow heat exchanger specification-

Cold flow enters at 40"C: C. = 20,000 WK,

Hot flow enters at 150'C: C6= 10,000W/K.

A = 30 m'7. u = 5oo wm':K.

Determine the heat transfer and the exit temperatures.

OR

Q.4 (a) On which parameters, the effectiveness of heat exchanger depends and how?

(b) Discuss various constructional and manufacturing aspects of

exchangers.

UNIT.V

Q.5 (a) Differentiate the Plank distribution law and Kdchoffs law with respect to their

applications and boundary oonditioDs. t81

(b) A black theflnocouple measures the temperature in a chamber with black walls.

If the air around the thermocouple is at 20oC, the walls are at 100'C and the heat

transfer coefficient between the thermocouple and the air is 75 Wm2K, what

temperatu.e will the thermocouple read? t8l

t8l

t81

t81

heat

t8l
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OR

Q.5 (a) what is shape factor? Discuss role of it, for thermal resistance, themal

conductivity and heal traNfer. t8l

(b) Discuss the role of reradiating surfaces on heat transfel. Which parameters affect

the remdiating surfaces and how? t8l
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